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Abstract. Many researchers are attempting to create systems which
mimic human thought, or understand speech, or beat to the best human chessplayer [14]. Understanding intelligence and Creating intelligent artifacts both
are the twin goals of Artificial Intelligence (AI).In more recent times, the interest is focused on problems related with Complex Networks [3, 5,6, 19], in
particular on questions such as clustering search and identification. We attempt, in this paper, a panoramic vision of such mathematical methods in
AI.
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1.Introduction
The origin of the ideas about thinking machines, the complex mechanism
through work the human brain, the possibility of mimic its behavior, if we
produce some computational structure similar to neuron, their synapsis or
connections between neurons to produce Artificial Neural Networks [6, 14, 19].
All this can appear with resonances of a Science Fiction movie, but it is a real
subject of study, and it is so from many years ago, and more in recent times
[3].
The basic purpose of the AI is to create an admissible model of the human
knowledge. Its subject is, therefore, ”pure form”. We try to emulate the way
of reasoning of a human brain. This must be in successive, approximating
steps, but the attempts proceed always in this sense. Initially, the work in
AI was over idealizations of the real world, attempting the automatical proof
of lemmas and theorems, modeling games, etc. Therefore, the fields were
”formal worlds”. Such search procedures were into the Space of States. This
space integrate the set of all states, or nodes, in the case of representation by
graphs, that we obtain when we apply all the disposable operators. Many early
AI programs used the same basic algorithm. To achieve some goal (winning
a game or proving a theorem), they proceeded step by step towards it (each
time, a move or a deduction), i.e. as searching through a maze, backtracking
whenever they reached a dead end. This paradigm is called ”reasoning as
search” [14].
The techniques for solving problems, in AI, can be of two different types,
Declarative and Procedural.
Declarative: it permits the description of the known aspects of the problem.
It is the Heuristic Treatment.
Procedural: itemizes the necessary paths to reach the solution of the problem. It is the Algorithmic Treatment.
But to pose problems is equivalent to constructs its solutions. This requires
an agent, the system or program to execute a set of actions, which allow
to reach such objectives; and a procedure of election, which allow to decide
between distinct paths to reach its solution.
We can use [6, 14] a series of resources approaching problems in A I, as
may be Logic, Rules, Associative Nets, Frames, and Scripts. The correct
choice between these methods must be based in the own characteristics of the
problem and our expectations about the type of solution. In many cases, we
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take at a time two o more tools, as may be on the case of Frame Systems,
frequently associated with Rules.
The Inference in Systems Based Rules (SBR in acronym) depends on establishing the certainty of some statement, from the disposable information.
We have two methods, going forward and going backward concatenation. In
the first case, we depart of Rules with verified affirmations in its antecedent,
advancing through the affirmations which we find in their consequents. While
in the second case, we depart of Rules verified in certain consequent (all the
consequent must be also verified), and we turn back to the antecedent. This
convert their affirmations in new sub-objectives for the proof, searching Rules
where appear in their consequent, and so on. To hold up this process when
we find the required affirmation, in the last consequent explored or the last
antecedent, according the selected method.
The Rules [14] shows advantages on Classical Logic, where the reasoning was monotonic, with inferences without incurs in contradictions with preexisting facts. While in the RBS we can delete or substitute facts of the Base
of Facts, according to the new inferences. So, all may be provisional and
modifiable. This produce a Non-Monotonic Reasoning.
2.Representation methods
We have some Mechanisms of Control in RBS. So, with Mechanism of
Refractarity, by which we prevent to execute newly a Rule, once has been
used, if do not exist more information which allow us or recommend such case.
Rule Sets. It allows us to activate or neutralize Blocks of Rules. Meta-Rules,
or Rules which treat (or reasoning) about other Rules. Such Meta-Rules can
collaborate to obtain the Control of Reasoning, with the change or assignation
of priorities to different Rules, according to the evolution of circumstances.
Nets. Between them, the more recent studies [6] to deal with Bayesian
Nets (BN in acronym), Belief Nets, or simply Networks. Before than these
BNs appears, the purpose were simply to obtain useful systems for medical
diagnosis, by classical statistical inferential techniques, such as can be the
Bayes Rule, also called Formula or Theorem.
A Bayesian Net is represented as a pair (G, D), where G is a directed,
acyclic and connected graph, and D will be a probability distribution, associated with the random variables. Such distribution must verify the Property of
Directional Separation, according which the probability of a variable does not
depends of their not descendant nodes.
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The Inference in Bayesian Networks (BNs) consists in establish on the Net,
for the known variables, their values, and for the unknown variables, their respective probabilities. The basic objective of BNs in Medicine is to find the
probability of success with we can to give a determined diagnosis, known certain symptoms. We need to work with the subsequent Hypotheses: Exclusivity,
Exhaustivity, and Conditional Independence. According the Exclusivity, two
different diagnosis can not be right at time. With the Exhaustivity, we suppose
at our disposition all the possible diagnosis. And by the Conditional Independence, the discoveries found must be mutually independents, to a certain diagnosis. The more usual problem with such hypotheses is their inadequacy to
the real world. For this reason, it will be very necessary to introduce Bayesian
Networks, Artificial Neural Networks, Probabilistic Graphical Models, and so
on.
In the searching process, we have two options, without information of the
domain (Blind Search), and with information about of the domain (Heuristic
Search). In the first case, we can elect, according the type of problem, between
Search in extent and Search in depth. There are other methods, obtained from
the aforementioned, such as Searching in Progressive Depth and Bidirectional
Searching, both with names sufficiently allusive to its nature. Also we can
found another method, and in this case it is not derived, the General Search
in Graphs. In such procedure, it is clear the possibility of translation to matrix expression, through their incidence matrices. All these methods appears
joined, of course, to their corresponding algorithms.
Blind Search, or search without information of the domain. It appears
with the initial attempts to solve, by idealizations of the real world, playing
problems, or to obtain automatic proof of theorems. The searching process
could be in state spaces.
Searching in extent. We advance in the graph [6, 15] through levels. So, we
obtain the lesser cost solution, if there exists. Whereas, in the Depth Searching,
we expand one link each time, from the root-node. If we reach a blind alley
into the graph, we back until the nearest node and from this, we take one
ramification in the graph. It is usual to establish an exploration limit, also
called depth limit, fixing the maximal length of the path, from the root. We
need to select the more promising trajectories. So, we can not obtain the best
solution (optimum), but an efficient approach to her.
Another different procedure will be the Gradient Method, or Climbing
Search. According to this method [6, 14], in the expansion of each node,
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we must elect the link which connects with the node of the subsequent level
where is greatest the value of f, supposing that reach its greatest value in the
final node.
Heuristic Search, i.e. searching with knowledge of the domain. Initially,
were usual to think that all the paths can be explored by the computer. But it
is too optimist. Such exploration will be very difficult, because the well-known
phenomenon of ”combinatorial explosion” of branching, when we expand. Its
spatial and temporal complexity can advise us against its realization. It is
possible for a given search procedure, to be either heuristic or algorithmic, or
both, or perhaps neither, with respect to some state-space problem. A search
procedure oriented toward a problem said to embody heuristic information
(i.e. an information which serves to discover). So, it will be called a heuristic search procedure. There are some critics on Heuristic Search, because its
unpredictability. They found good solutions, but not necessary the best. This
made very convenient to introduce the algorithm A*, with their properties,
completeness and admissibility. According with this last property, if there is
solution, find it. A* is a particular case of searching procedure, ”first the
best”, into the strategies of ”alternative explorations”. It belongs to General
Searching in Graph procedures. In each step, we go revisiting the Open List.
Initially, it is empty. But we introduce the root-node. If the Open List does
not empty, or does not reach the final node, in each step, we go on with the
process, expanding the subsequent node of the Open List. Our successive
choices would be based in the previous assignment to each node of the value of
f in it. The selection of each node is given according to the lesser value of the
heuristic function on the nodes of its level, as a general rule. The comparison
is carry out into the Open List, with clear independence of the original level
of each node. Generally, we prefer the solution of lesser cost. All the visited
nodes, then, pass to store in the Closed List. Such nodes remains inactive in
the remaining process.
Also, there are adequate strategies designed for the treatment of Searching
problems with two adversaries. In this case, the general purpose is to choice
the more convenient walk, the lesser number of necessary steps to win the
game. Chess, generally. For these, we may assume alternative moves. In
each move, the ideal would be when the player knows his possibilities and
realizes the more unfavorable move for its adversary. But is impossible control
it completely, because the aforementioned ”combinatorial explosion”. So, we
need to develop a tree of depth searching, with depth limited. Ever supposing
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the move of more advantage, in each turn, for each player.
On A I, the problems may be classified according to its level. In a first
level, the problems of decision, learning, perception, planning and reasoning.
In a second level, the tasks of classification, representation and search.
When we formulate a problem [14], we depart of the statement, or the
explanation of it, in natural language. Fundamentally, its treatment is based
on the ”level of knowledge”, introduced by Newell, in 1981, as “abstract level
of interpretation of systems, in A I”. Also is basic the ”Rationality Principle”,
according to ”if a system has the knowledge according to which one of its
actions leads to one of its goals, then such action is carried out”.
To formulate the knowledge of the domain, denoted by D, in a more effective and efficient way, as theory, we need at least three important characteristics, as completeness, consistency, and tractability. According the first of
them, Completeness, each formula must be demonstrable into the theory. According the second of them, Consistency, the new contributions to the system
not must admits inner contradictions with the previous asserts, or axioms.
The Tractability must give us a moderate complexity. So, in Derived Calculus,
manipulating laws/premises, by Inference Processes, must not result excessive
their temporal and spatial complexities.
3. On complex systems
A system can be defined as a set of components functioning together as a
whole. A systemic point of view [1, 3, 17, 19] allows us to isolate a part of the
world, and so, we can focus on those aspect that interact more closely than
others.
Network Science is a new scientific field that analyzes the interconnection
among diverse networks, as for instance, on Physics, Engineering, Biology,
Semantics, and so on. Between its developers, we may remember to Duncan
Watts, with the Small-World Network, and Albert-László Barabasi, which
developed the Scale-Free Network. About its work, Barabási has found that
the websites that form the network (of the WWW) have certain mathematical
properties. Network Theory is an quickly expanding area of Network and
Computer Sciences, and also may be considered a part of Graph Theory.
Complex Networks are everywhere. Many phenomena in nature can be
modeled as a network [19], as
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- Brain structures. The brain as a network of neurons (as nodes), connected
by synapses (their edges).
- Social interactions or the World Wide Web (WWW). All such systems
can be represented in terms of nodes and edges.
- On Internet, the nodes represent routers, and the edges by wires, or
physical connections between them.
- In transport networks, the nodes can represent the cities and the edges
the roads that connect them. These edges can have weights.
These networks are not random. The topology of different networks are
very close. They follow from the Power Law, with a scale free structure.
How can very different systems have the same underlying topological features?
Searching the hidden laws of these networks, modeling and characterizing them
are the current lines of research.
As a previous concept, we need to introduce the Clustering Coefficient, in
both versions, Global and Local.
The Characteristic Path Length defines the distance from every node to
every other node. It will be calculated by the median of the shortest path
from every node to every other node.
And the Diameter defines the maximum possible distance between all the
pair of reachable nodes.
The Global Clustering Coefficient (denoted by C ) is based on triplets of
nodes, and can be obtained through the number of closed triplets over the
total number of triplets, both closed and open. It is also possible to be defined
as the mean of the clustering indices of all the nodes in the graph. Being
computable through the neighbors of the node, and then finding the number
of links amongst them. Because the ratio of the number of existing links to
teh number of possible links gives the clustering index of the node. So,
C=

3 card(triangles))
card (connected triplets of nodes)

Whereas the Local Clustering Coefficient is related to a particular node,
i.It measures the closeness their neighbors are to being a clique, i.e. a complete
graph. The more usual notation is Ci .
These measures was introduced by Watts and Strogatz, in 1998, to determine whether a graph is a Small-World network.
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The degree of a node i, into a graph, is defined as the number of nodes
comprised in its neighborhood. Usually, it is denoted as ki . Such ki is the
total degree of the corresponding node, i, i.e. it may be calculated by adding
in-degree of i and out-degree of i. So, we have
Ci =

card(edges between nodes of their neighbor)
ki (ki −1)

Finally, the Local Clustering Coefficient for the whole system, denoted by
C,will be
1n
C
n i=1 i

C=

therefore, it is the average of the clustering coefficient for each node. So,
it is a property of a node into the network, either of the total network. It
tells about the connectedness between the neighbors of the nodes. When the
neighborhood is fully connected, the value of the clustering coefficient will be
equal to one. And it will be a value next to zero, if there are sparse connections
in the neighborhood. With all the scale of intermediate cases.
4. Structural Models
We may distinguish four of such structural models [3, 4, 5, 8, 11]. Thus,
Regular Networks, Random Networks, Small-World Networks and Scale-free
Networks.
In the Regular Network, each node is connected to all other nodes. I.e.
they are fully connected. Because such type of structure, they have the lowest
path length (L), and the lowest diameter (D), being L = D = 1. Also they
have the highest clustering coefficient. So, it holds C = 1. Furthermore, the
highest possible number of edges
card (E) =

n (n−1)
2

∼ n2

About Random Graphs (RGs), we can say that each pair of nodes is connected with probability p. They have a low average path length, according
to
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L≈

ln n
ln hki

∼ ln n

for n >> 1. It is because the total network may be covered in hki steps, from
which
n ∼ hkiL
Also they possesses a low clustering coefficient, when the graph is sparse.
Thus,
C=p=

hki
n

<< 1

given that the probability of being connected each pair of neighboring nodes
is precisely equal to p.
The Small-World effect is observed on a network when it has a low average
path length, i.e. L << n, f or n >> 1. Recall the famous ”six degrees of
separation”, also called the small-world phenomenon. This hypothesis was
firsty formulated by the Hungarian thinker Frigyes Karinthy, in 1929. Then,
it was tested by S. Milgram, in 1967. The subjacent idea [2, 8] is that two
arbitrarily selected people may be connected by only six degrees of separation
(in average, and it is not too larger than this value). Therefore, the diameter
of the corresponding graph is not much larger than six. For instance, on social
connections.
In the case of the Watts-Strogatz (in acronym, WS) small-world model
(1998), it represent a hybrid case between a Random Graph and a Regular
Lattice [6, 8, 17]. So, Small-World models comparts with RGs some common
features, as may be Poisson or Binomial degree distribution, near to Uniform
distribution; network size: it does not grow; each node has approximately the
same number of edges, i.e. it shows a homogeneous nature.
WS-models shows the low average path length typical of Random Graphs,
L ∼ ln n, f or n >> 1
And also such models the usual high clustering coefficient of Regular Lattices, giving
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C ≈ 0.75, f or k >> 1
In consequence, WS-models have a small-world structure, being well clustered. Whereas the Random Graphs coincides on the small-world structure,
but they are poorly clustered. This model (WS) has a peak degree distrution,
of Poisson type.
In reference to the last model, called Scale-Free Network, it appears when
the degree distribution follows a Power-Law, i.e.
P (k) ∼ k −γ
In such case, there exists a small number of highly connected nodes, called
hubs, being the tail of the distribution. While, the great majority of the set of
their nodes have few connections, representing the head of such distribution.
Such model [3] was introduced by A.-L. Barabási and R. Albert, in 1999.
Some of their features may be: non-homogeneous nature, in the sense that
some (few) nodes have many edges from them, and the remaining nodes only
have very few edges, or links; about the network size, it continuously grows;
and about the connectivity distribution, it obeys a Power-Law distribution.
A very notable example of Scale-Free Network [2, 8] may be the World
Wide Web (WWW, in acronym). As we known, it is a collection of many subnetworks. In such case, the nodes corresponding to their pages, whereas the
edges to hyperlinks. About the Web graph characteristics, we notice as more
important the Scale Invariance and its structure of Small-World Network.
5. Conclusions
This panoramic over view of the different types of searching methods must
be adequately enlarged [4, 7,10-13, 16]. Surely also the description of Complex
Networks, and the analysis of the problems involved into the search of clustering. But our initial purpose only was to explain how it appears, and its more
efficient use. We hope at least a partial success in such objective.
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